A TEACHERS' GUIDE TO THE

WEBSITE
1.
POint
your web
browser
to

10 steps to following the things….

http://
www.followthethings.com

A GUIDE TO uSING THE
WEBSITE IN (& out of)
THE CLASSROOM - lesson
ideas and guidance for
Key stages 1-5

2. LOOK AT THE
LAYOUT OF THE
WEBSITE ON THE
NEXT PAGE

3. explore THE HOME PAGE

this TOP BANNER displays THE MAIN
LINKS AND any SEASONAL OFFERS...

request a free
shopping bag

enjoy the slideshow
READ RECENT TWEETS
FROM
@followthethings

Check out the:
- twitter feed
- Facebook page &
- wordpress blog
that link to the site….

BELOW THE TWEETS IS A
SEARCH BOX WHERE YOu
can look for resources
on the site using search
terms...

AT THE BOTTOM OF the
WEBPAGE ARe links
to some useful
follow it
additional areas
yourself...
CLASSROOM
which we will visit
IDEAS
later….

4. FOLLOW THE LINKS from the top banner

clicking one of the
department names here
allows you to VISIT
EACH OF
THE 8 'DEPARTMENTS' wh
ere
products are located.
..
new products are adde
d
regularly

there are 8 departments:
GROCERY: food & drink
fashion: clothing & shoes
electrical: electrical items
health and beauty: cosmetics &
medicines, plus a kidney!
gifts: gift items & chocolate
money: notes and coins
security: what keeps us safe ?
auto: car-related items

on most pages, you can scroll
down to the bottom to see what
people are saying and join in the
conversation. This would be useful
for those students wanting to
follow a product a little
further….

what other
departments would you
like to see ?

there's also a shipping
page, so you can
explore how the items
get to you….

e.g.: peanuts

is
there a product
which we don't have
in stock that you
could 'follow'
for us ?

for this product, you can watch an entertaining short video called 'the
luckiest nut in the world', who explains why world trade and the
availability of support for peanut producers means they come off
better than farmers who grow other nuts. The page also links to
other similar campaigns and critiques their effectiveness...

some products
are linked with
particular media,
such as books,
films, comics &
computer games

scroll down for
more information,
including further
reading &
newspaper
articles / blog
posts /

each 'product'
has a date
attached - why
not bring a story
up to date if it is
quite an old
one ?

there's also an
explanation of how
to link to the story
& reference it if you
want to mention it in
an article or other
written piece of
work, such as a piece
of coursework

5. delve into the details on specific products

6. DON't have one of our shopping bags ? CLICK on 'YOUR SHOPPING BAG'
NOW….
...& request a free shopping bag to be sent
to you in the post...
email: followthethings@yahoo.com with your
name and a postal address
We'll suggest what you can do with it later...

find out more
about this and
other
shopping bags

& click the
map pins
for more
information

PLEASE TELL US HOW YOU USE YOUR BAG!

7. what can you do with a product from the store ?
let's take a look at the
fashion department
i wear pants… I presume
you do to... maybe you
wear boxer shorts...
KELSEY TIMMERMAN wears
boxer shorts- HE made a
journey to china and
beyond to find out 'where'
he was wearing...

use this page to help
explore the countries and
cities where your products
are made…
use google earth to plot the
locations and add place
marks to tell their stories...

see how he investigated the
conditions under which the workers
who make your products operate.
Are they working for fair pay, in
safe buildings ? Are children being
employed illegally ?

we've started to follow the ways
that products are moved from
producers to consumers...

...and wrote a book
about it….

find out what questions the book
raised about how globalisation and
interdependence change the areas
where companies operate. Are cities
too dependent on overseas companies
for their continued prosperity ?

we've also listed what academics,
film makers & teachers ARE
saying about our site…

8. check out
some of Your
favourite
products &
features

a. watch the simpsons couch gag directed by
banksy in the giftS department - what are the
messageS on sweatshops ? do they help change
or reinforce your views ?

B. READ ABOUT THE RESEARCH WHICH STARTED ALL
THIS work OFF: WHEN IAN COOK SPENT some time
DID YOU FIND WHAT YOU on a papaya farm in jamaica
WERE LOOKING FOR ?
C. explore the way that computer games are
being used to draw young people into issues
IS THERE A PRODUCT
relating to real-world problems in the
MISSING FROM OUR
electrical department
STORE WHICH YOU
WERE HOPING TO
D. see how we've recreated scenes from a
FIND ?
follow the things documentary about primark
would you like us to
and child labour using lego
take a closer look
at a particular
product ?

#followtheteachers

get in touch with us
followthethings@yahoo.com

through 2013-14 we are going to be following seven
teachers (new or returning to the profession) who
are going to be using ideas from the website in their
teaching.
Follow the hashtag on social media sites to keep up
to date with the work they are doing, and visit our new
classroom pages to find out more about them…

9. take your shopping bag on a journey
- Cut a ladybird from your bag
- Patch the hole [‘how to’ here].
- Take her/him ‘shopping’, & Put him/her somewhere.
- Take a photo.
- Write his/her thoughts in a caption.
- Join our Flickr group [here].
- Upload your photo, locate it on the map, and add
your caption.
- add it to our ladybird spotting set on flickr

the follow the things
ladybird knows about
world trade….

games &
activities

10. visit our newest page - our
classroom pages - specially selected
offers for students & teachers - opened
summer 2013

we've created a
mixture of resources,
links to existing
websites and new
content. also follow
our teacher bloggers
we love to see your
ideas too. send them
to us at:

fttclassroom@yahoo.com

